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 IN THE INCOME TAX APPELLATE TRIBUNAL, 

KOLKATA ‘A’ BENCH, KOLKATA 

 

Before Shri P.M. Jagtap, Vice-President (KZ)  

and Shri S.S. Viswanethra Ravi, Judicial Member 

 
I.T.A.   No. 2188/KOL/2016 

Assessment Year:  2011-2012 

 

Assistant Commissioner of  Income Tax, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Appellant 

Circle-2,  Burdwan,  

Aayakar Bhawan,  Court Compound,  

Burdwan-713101 

 

-Vs.-  

 

M/s.  Tulasi Rice Mill , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Respondent 

Mondalgram, Burdwan,  

Dist.  Burdwan-713426 

[PAN:AADFT3080G] 

 

Appearances by:    

Shri  Sankar Halder,  JCIT, Sr.  D.R ,  for the Appellant   

Shri  Bisweswar Ghosh, Advocate,  for the Respondent  

 

Date of  concluding the hearing  :  August  06,  2019 

Date of  pronouncing the order :  September 04,  2019 

 

O R D E R  

 

Per Shri P.M. Jagtap, V ce-President (Kolkata Zone):-  

 This appeal is preferred by the Revenue against the order of ld.   

Commissioner of Income Tax (Appeals),  Burdwan dated 30.08.2016.  

 

2.  The main issue as raised by the Revenue in Grounds No. 1 to 6 

relates to the deletion by the ld.  CIT(Appeals) of the addition of 

Rs.1,86,98,218/- made by the Assessing Officer on account of excess stock 

of paddy allegedly found during the course of survey.  

 

3.  The assessee in the present case is  a  partnership firm, which is  

engaged in the business of running a Rice Mill .  A survey under section 

133A of the Income Tax Act,  1961 was carried out at the business 

premises of the assessee at Vil l .  & P.O. Mandalgram, Dist.  Burdwan on 
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03.02.2011.  After the survey,  the return of income for the year under 

consideration was filed by the assessee on 29.09.2011 declaring total  

income of Rs.6,92,511/-.  During the course of survey, the stock of paddy,  

etc.  was physically verified by the Survey Team and discrepancies noticed 

therein were reported as under:-  

Sl.  No.  Item As per 

statutory 

Registers  

Stock 

physically 

found 

Discrepancies 

A.  Paddy 37,400 Qts.  53,602.80 Qts.  16202.80 Qts.  

B Rice      512 Qts.    1,000.00 Qts.      488.00 Qts.  

C.  Broken Rice      NIL        53.00 Qts.        53.00 Qts.  

D.  Rice Bran      NIL        50.00 Qts        50.00 Qts.  

E.  Gunny Bag      NIL       18960 Pcs.       18960 Pcs 

 

Since the income on account of discrepancies in stock found during the 

course of survey representing excess stock was not offered by the 

assessee in the return of income fi led for the year under consideration,  

the Assessing Officer required the assessee to offer its explanation in the 

matter.  In reply,  the method adopted by the Survey Team for physical  

verification of stock was challenged by the assessee by pointing out 

various deficiencies and anomalies.  The average weight of paddy bags 

taken by the Survey Team while calculating the quantity of stock of 

paddy,  as found during the course of survey,  was also disputed by the 

assessee.  The assessee also produced a certificate from a Chartered 

Engineer claiming that the capacity of its godown was only limited to  

store 55,000 bags of 60 Kgs.  each. 

 

4.  The submissions made by the assessee were not found acceptable 

by the Assessing Officer and rejecting the same, he made an addition of 

Rs.1,86,98,218/- to the total income of the assessee on account of excess 

stock found during the course of survey on the basis of the following 

findings/observations recorded by him:- 
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“To sum up,  assesse's plea could not be accepted as (i)  

during the course of  survey the stock of  paddy had been 

taken in presence of  Sri  Achintya Kesh,  one of  the partners  of  

the f irm with the help of  his staff .  (i i)  During the course of  

survey as well  as at the time of  deposition they never put any  

objection regarding the number of  paddy bags stacked. (i i i )  

The purchase memo impounded during the course of  survey 

vide TRM-l  to TRM- 49 simply states purchase of  paddy of  

120 Qntls ,  90 Qntls .  Etc  al l  in  rounded off  numeric  i .e .  

without any fraction.  So question of  paddy bags of  f igures  

l ike 42kg,  45kg etc  are assesse's  cooked up story and not 

supported by the purchase memos. (iv) during the course of  

survey no such document were found in the Mil l  premises  

from where it  could be ascertain that  paddy bags of  various 

weight have been purchased. (v)assesse's submission on 

taking the weight  of  the bags of  42 Kg,  45 Kg. & 50 Kg.  is  

bereft  of  evidence which are nothing but surm se when 

caught up in the hand of  the Revenue at survey.  (vi)  during 

the survey when authorised officer asked to make new stacks  

of  paddy of  various weights serially  Sri  Achintya Kesh had 

denied with  remark "I don't  think t  is  a feasible  

solution"(vii)  from the registers (I ,  I I ,  II I ,  IV)  impounded no 

fract ional  f igure of  e ither purchase of  paddy or mil l ing of  

the same could be found. (vi i i)  Assessee also failed to  state  

how they have accounted the fract ional  weight  of  

paddy(apart  from 60 Kg Bags) at the time of  purchase as  

well  as at  the time of  mil l ing no such evidence of  fractional  

counting were detected at  the time of  survey nor produced 

by the assessee during he course of  hearing.  (ix)  During the 

course of  survey assessee has stated that there were 50Kgs & 

60Kgs bag but at  the time of  scrutiny proceedings assessee 

has stated that  the bags were 42 Kg, 45 Kg & 50 Kg which 

are the outcome of  the after-thought realis ing the 

consequence of  the revenue. Assessee's statement were self -

contradictory denying the actual  f igure of  the closing stock .  

Every time he was making a f l ip-flop statement  without  any 

proper documentation.  Assessee had submitted a certif icate  

from Mr.  Tarak Nath Ghosh,  Chartered Engineer who had 

signed on certif icate  on 18.03.2014 certifying the capacity of  

the godown at  only 55,000 bags each of  weight 60 kg .  The 

report  does  not reflect  the addit ional  space between two 

godowns & the mil l ing lawn. If  we take as per assessee's  

contention of  45 kg average weight  of  each paddy bag the 

total  weight becomes 55,000 x  45 kg i .e .  24,750 Qntls .  But as  

per assessee's  submission dated 18.03.2014 the rice  mil l  has  

36,000 Qntls  of  rice  (i .e .8 ,000 bag x  45kg +  54,000 bag x  

60kg.) so therefore capacity of  55 ,000 bags of  rice of  60Kgs 

is  again another fabrication.  Moreover,  the report of  the 

chartered engineer s igned on 18.03.2014 which is  almost  3 

years  1  month later from the date of  survey and during the 

period who ascertain that there was no alteration of  the s ize  

of  godowns.  Therefore,  I  decline to accept  the above report 
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as an evidence.  During the course of  survey the stock 

position of  the rice mil l  as  per statutory register and as per 

physical  counting are as under:   

Sl .  No .  Item As per 

statutory 

Registers  

Stock physically 

found 

Discrepancies  

A.  Paddy 37,400 Qts.  53,602.80 Qts.  16202.80 Qts.  

B Rice       512 Qts .    1 ,000.00 Qts .      488.00 Qts .  

C .  Broken Rice       NIL        53.00 Qts .        53.00 Qts .  

D.  Rice Bran      NIL        50.00 Qts .        50.00 Qts .  

E.  Gunny Bag      NIL  18960 Pcs.  18960 Pcs 

 

The excess stock of  r ice and bran supports the purchase of  

paddy out of  books .  The corresponding yield of  paddy to 

produce unrecorded production of  rice and bran can be 

computed as  under:   

 

The excess stock of  rice and broken rice  of  488 quintal  and 

53 respectively  totall ing to 541 quintal  Yield of  production  

of  rice  as shown by you is  68%. Thus therefore,  excess  stock 

of  rice of  541 quintal  reveals  the fact  that  the excess  stock of  

rice of  541 quintal  was produ ed from mill ing of  541 X 

100/68 = 795.58 quintal  of  paddy.   

Excess stock of  rice bran found = 50 quintal   

Rate of  production of  rice bran = 5%. Thus the excess stock 

of  rice  bran was yielded by mil l ing paddy of  50 X 100/5 = 

1000 quintal  of  paddy.  

Therefore,  undisclosed mil l ing of  paddy for yielding rice  and 

bran are 795 58 qt .  and 1000 quintal  respectively.  

Considering the value of  rice  and bran,  the case lower of  the 

two i .e .  795 58 quintal  of  paddy is  taken as  undisclosed 

purchase for production of  undisclosed rice .  Therefore ,  total  

undisclosed paddy becomes 16998.38 quintal  

(16202.80quintal  + 795.58 quintal) .  The value of  undisclosed 

paddy @ 1100/- per quintal  becomes Rs .l ,86,98,218/- is  the 

assessee's  undisclosed income by way of  investments  towards 

undisclosed purchase of  paddy.  

 

5.  The addition made by the Assessing Officer on account of the 

alleged excess stock found during the course of survey was challenged by 

the assessee in the appeal filed before the ld.  CIT(Appeals) and the 

submissions made before the Assessing Officer were reiterated on behalf 

of  the assessee before the ld.  CIT(Appeals).  The ld.  CIT(Appeals) found 

merit in the said submissions of the assessee and after discussing the 

same in detail  in his impugned order,  he deleted the addition made by the 
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Assessing Officer on account of excess stock allegedly found during the 

course of survey for the following reasons:-  

“Firstly ,  that the stock taking procedure,  though not  outl ined 

or explained by the AO, appears to  be unreliable and has not  

been validated by the AO;  and secondly,  the certi f icate 

provided by the appel lant  to establish the maximum storage 

capacity  of  the warehouses in quest ion has not been rebutted 

by the AO and therefore does establish  conclusively  the 

maximum number of  bags ,  each of  60kg that can be stored 

within the said warehouses .  Thus,  the f igure suggested by 

the survey team seems to be completely unreliable  and 

therefore to  assess the true number of  bags,  within the 

premises  at  the time of  survey,  some other procedure has to  

be employed -  discarding the results of  the survey.  The only 

other source that  we find before us is  l ies  in  the books and 

papers  impounded by the AO as  well  as  those available  with 

the appellant .   

 

During the appeal  proceedings,  the appellant has produced 

copies of  the said registers to show the procurement of  

paddy. The procurement season of  paddy has been shown to  

be from November to November and the registers  reflect  

the procurement of  paddy during the year.  He has 

submitted the month-wise  procurement  of  paddy f igures 

along with  f igures showing the processing of  such paddy,  

thereby arriving at  the st ck-  f igure of  paddy as on the 

date of  survey.  Thereafter he has gone to show the f igures  

of  procurement and processing right up to the end of  the 

f inancial  year  These f igures  as  well  as  the appellant's  

submissions are as  under:   

 

"May we please bring to your kind attention to 

note the below given table regarding the month 

wise  stock details  of  paddy from the period 

0110412010 ti l l  31103/2011  

 

M/S.  TULASI RICE MILL (A/Y 2011-12)  

 

QUANTITATIVE DETAILS STOCK OF PADDY FOR THE FINANCIAL YEAR 2010-11  

Month Opening 

stock 

Purchased Total  Processed Closing 

Stock 

April  30060 19800 49860 13320 36540 

May 36540 21420 57960 17100 40860 

June 40860  9180 50040  9540 40500 

July 40500 11160 51660 11160 40500 

Aug.  40500  9000 49500 13320 36180 

Sept .  36180 13500 49680 11520 38160 

Oct.  38160  9400 47560 17760 29800 

Nov.  29800 18000 47800 18000 29800 

Dec.  29800 23000 52800 20000 32800 

Jan.  32800 24600 57400 20000 37400 
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Feb.  37400 17600 55000 17600 37400 

March 37400 14400 51800 19400 32400 

  191060  188720  

 

Please note that on 31/01//2011, the closing stock of  

paddy was 37400 quintals .  Then on 01/02/2011 and 

02/02/2011, there was neither any purchase,  nor any 

processing as corroborated by the register,  so the opening 

stock on 03/02/2011, that is  on the date of  survey,  was 

37400 quintals and on that very date ,  800 quintals of  paddy 

was purchased and processed as well ,  thus leaving the same 

37400 quintals  as the closing stack on 03/02/2011."   

 

The AO,  in  is  order has not  doubted any of  these f igures nor has he 

shown any defect in the books of  the appel lant.  In the absence of  any 

such defect  and without rejecting the book results of  the appellant,  it  is  

diff icult  to sustain an addit ion based solely on the survey results that  

appear to  be very unreliable as discussed above  The position of  paddy 

stocks as  per books has been shown to be as dis ussed earlier in this  

order.  I  can f ind no infirmity with the position of  procurement of  paddy 

from the registers shown. It  is  amply clear that the material  produced 

by the appellant shows that the position of  stock as on the date of  

survey was correctly reflected in the books and no defect was found in  

the registers or books of  the appellant ,  making the difference on 

account  of  the survey unsustainable  for the reasons  discussed above.  

The addition,  therefore,  on account of  difference in  stock is  

unsustainable and is  accordingly deleted” .   

 

6.  The ld.  D.R.  submitted that the stocks lying in the godown of the 

assessee were physical y verified by the Survey Team in the presence of 

one of the partners of the assessee-firm and there was no material  

objection raised on behalf of the assessee in respect of the method 

followed by the Survey Team for physical verification the stock.  He 

contended that the stock on such physical verification was found to be 

excess as reported by the Survey Team and the explanation offered by the 

assessee in respect of such excess stock was not accepted by the 

Assessing Officer giving cogent reasons.  He contended that the ld.  

CIT(Appeals),  however,  did not appreciate the findings and observations 

recorded by the Assessing Officer and deleted the addition made on 

account of excess stock found during the course of survey by simply 

accepting the submissions made on behalf  of the assessee.  
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7.  The ld.  Counsel for the assessee,  on the other hand,  submitted that 

a letter was filed by the assessee with the Assessing Officer immediately 

after survey on 04.02.2011 pointing out specifically the infirmity in the 

stock verification done by the Survey Team during the course of survey.  

He submitted that the stock of paddy, etc.  was entirely stored in the 

godown of the assessee and as certified by the Chartered Accountant,  the 

godown of the assessee had a capacity of storing only 55,000 bags.  He 

contended that the discrepancies pointed out by the assessee vide letter 

dated 04.02.2011 as well as during the course of assessment proceedings 

in the stock verified during the course of survey, however,  were not 

considered by the Assessing Officer while making the addition on account 

of excess stock.  He contended that the ld.  CIT(Appeals),  on the other 

hand, considered the said discrepancies as well  as the other submissions 

made by the assessee including the certificate of Chartered Engineer 

giving the capacity of the godown in the right perspective and on 

appreciation of the same, allowed a rel ef to the assessee on this issue,  

which is fully justified.  He also invited our attention to the detailed 

quantitative analysis made by the ld.  CIT(Appeals) in his impugned order 

and submitted that there being no infirmity pointed out by the ld.  D.R.  in 

the said analysis,  relief  given by the ld.  CIT(Appeals) to the assessee on 

this issue deserves to be confirmed.  

 

8.  We have considered the rival  submissions and also perused the 

relevant material  available on record. It  is observed that specific 

discrepancies in the procedure followed by the Survey Team for the 

physical verification of stock were pointed out by the assessee 

immediately after the survey vide letter dated 04.02.2011 but the same 

were not properly appreciated by the Assessing Officer.  The ld.  

CIT(Appeals),  however,  appreciated the same in the right perspective and 

keeping in view that the case of the assessee was duly supported by a 

certificate given by the Chartered Engineer to establish the maximum 

storage capacity of the godown of the assessee,  he rightly held that the 
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procedure adopted by the Survey Team for physical  verification of stock 

was unreliable.  Moreover,  the ld.  CIT(Appeals) also analysed the 

quantitative details  of paddy furnished by the assessee and found on such 

analysis that the position of stock as on the date of survey was correctly 

reflected in the books of account of the assessee.  He also noted that no 

material defect was pointed out by the Assessing Officer either in the 

books of account of the assessee or the stock register regularly 

maintained by the assessee and held that in the absence of any such 

defect and without rejecting the book result of the assessee,  the addition 

made by the Assessing Officer on account of the alleged excess stock 

found during the course of survey was not sustainable.  Keeping in view 

all these facts and circumstances of the case,  we do not find any infirmity 

in the impugned order of the ld.  CIT(Appeals) giving relief  to the assessee 

on this issue and upholding the same, we dismiss Grounds No. 1 to 6 of 

the Revenue’s appeal.  

 

9.  In Ground No. 7,  the Revenue has challenged the action of the ld.  

CIT(Appeals) in restricting the addition of Rs.1,89,600/- made by the 

Assessing Officer on account of excess stock of gunny bags to Rs.97,400/-.  

 

10.  During the course of survey, 18,960 gunny bags were found on 

physical verification. Since no stock record for the gunny bags was 

maintained by the assessee,  the Assessing Officer treated the said gunny 

bags as undisclosed investment of the assessee and value thereof 

amounting to Rs.1,89,600/- calculated at  the rate of Rs.10/- per bag was 

added by him to the total  income of the assessee.  On appeal,  the ld.  

CIT(Appeals) restricted the addition made by the Assessing Officer on 

this issue to Rs.97,412/- for the following reasons given in his impugned 

order:-  

“I  have examined the matter carefully  and find that the 

appellant has not contested the counting of  the gunny bags on 

any tangible grounds.  He has stated that the counting is  

wrong; but why this  is  so,  has  not been elaborated upon. The 

counting of  gunny bags is  a  straight  forward exercise ,  not  
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involving any intricacies  of  making estimates etc.  The 

appellant,  says that  he does  not  maintain a register for the 

inventory of  these gunny bags and that  the opening stock of  

these bags on 1.4 .2010 was 6281.  Thereafter ,  he  talks  of  a  

purchase f igure,  during the year,  of  15,600 of  the very same 

gunny bags .  After this ,  there is  a  sale  f igure also mentioned 

which is  supported by the bil ls  for the supply of  levy rice  in  

which the said gunny bags are used.  It  appears  that  the 

appellant has accounted for 15481 gunny bags .  The AO has 

made no comment on this .  Therefore,  while upholding the 

f igure of  gunny bags found during the survey,  I  f ind that  out  

of  these,  15,481 have been accounted for .  The rest ,  that  is ,  the 

difference between 18,960 bags found during the survey,  and 

the closing stock of  15,481 bags as  per books,  represents  the 

unaccounted purchase.  This purchase,  of  course has 

admittedly been made at the price  of  Rs  28 per gunny bag. 

Therefore,  the unaccounted purchases would amount to  

Rs.[(18960-15,481) x  28].  It  is  this amount that  stands 

confirmed,  the rest  being deleted”.  

 

11.  We have heard the arguments of both the sides on this issue and 

also perused the relevant material available on record. It  is  observed that 

even though no separate register was maintained by the assessee for the 

inventory of gunny bags,  the opening stock of these bags as declared by 

the assessee as on 01.04.2010 was 6,281. After taking into consideration 

the said opening stock,  the purchases made by the assessee and the 

quantity of gunny bags used during the year under consideration, the 

stock of gunny bags ava lable with the assessee was found to be 15,481 by 

the ld.  CIT(Appeals)  On the basis of this working,  the difference in gunny 

bags found during the course of survey was determined at 3,479 by the ld.  

CIT(Appeals) and the addition made by the Assessing Officer on this issue 

was restricted by the ld.  CIT(Appeals) to Rs.97,412/- calculated at  the 

rate of Rs.28/- per gunny bag.  Keeping in view all these facts and figures 

given by the ld.  CIT(Appeals),  which have remained undisputed by the ld.  

D.R. ,  we find no infirmity in the impugned order of the ld.  CIT(Appeals) 

on this issue and upholding the same, we dismiss Ground No. 7 of the 

Revenue’s appeal.  
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12.  In Ground No. 8,  the Revenue has challenged the action of the ld.  

CIT(Appeals) in restricting the addition of Rs.23,89,500/- to 

Rs.2,21,756/- on account of capital  introduction by the partners of the 

assessee-firm.  

 

13.        During the year under consideration, the capital  introduced by 

the partners of the assessee-firm was explained as gifts received by the 

partners from their respective mothers.  The details of such gifts were 

furnished as under:-  

(i)  Smt.  Sipra Kesh (a)  From 

mother 

Rs.5,79,500/- 

(sale of old 

ornaments) 

(ii)  Smt.  Babli  Kesh (a)  From 

mother 

Rs.5,91,000/- 

(sale of old 

ornaments 

(iii)  Smt.  Jayasri Kesh (a)  From 

mother  

Rs.5,93,000/- 

(iv) Smt.  Ratna Kesh (a)  From 

mother 

Rs.6,26,000/- 

  TOTAL Rs.23,89,500/- 

 

The sources of funds for giving gifts to the partners in the hands of the 

mothers were explained as sale of their old ornaments.  The copies of 

supporting bills in this regard were also furnished by the assessee.  In  

order to verify the said claim of sale of old ornaments,  an Inspector was 

deputed by the Assessing Officer and letters under section 133(6) of the 

Act were also issued to the concerned parties.  From the report submitted 

by the Assessing Officer as well as the submission made by the assessee,  

the Assessing Officer found that all  the donors had sold gold ornaments to 

various parties at Kolkata and received the sale proceeds entirely in cash 

in the form of small  amounts.  The said donors also fai led to appear before 

the Assessing Officer for examination in response to the summons issued 

under section 131.  They, however,  submitted the letters stating the 

reasons for their non-appearance and confirmed the gifts  given by them 

to the respective partners.  Keeping in view all  the facts of the case,  the 
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Assessing Officer held that the gifts claimed to be given by the said 

donors were not genuine and the amount of such gifts  aggregating to 

Rs.23,89,500/- was added by him to the total income of the assessee.  

 

14.  The addition of Rs.23,89,500/- made by the Assessing Officer on 

account of unexplained capital contribution by the partners was 

challenged by the assessee-firm in the appeal filed before the ld.  

CIT(Appeals) and after considering the submissions made by the 

assessee,  the remand report submitted by the Assessing Officer as well as  

the other material available on record, the ld.  CIT(Appeals) restricted the 

addition of Rs.23,89,500/- made by the assessee on this issue to  

Rs.2,21,756/- for the following reasons given in his impugned order:-  

“I have examined the entire  issue along with the material  on 

record The Issue here is  that  of  the source of  the funds that  

have been made available to  the partners  of  the appellant  f irm 

These have been claimed to be from gifts provided by the 

mothers of  the partners ,  who in urn claimed to  have provided 

the funds through the sale  of  old ornaments present  with them. 

Since there are affidavits  from the donors  and there is  a close  

relationship between the donors  and the donees ,  the  testing of  

the bona fides of  these transactions boils  down to  the 

verif icat ion of  the fact that the donors actually did sel l  the said 

gold.  This  would prove the creditworthiness  of  the donors  at  

the time of  making the gift .  Thereafter ,  since there is  a close  

relationship between the donor and the done,  the other aspects 

would be sat isfied.  It  is  with this  object that the inquiries  by 

the AO during assessment  proceedings and under remand were 

conducted.  After the inquiries,  t i le  remand report submitted 

confirms the impugned transactions in  al l  the cases,  except  in  

the cases  of  sales  to:   

 

a.  Nripendra Jewelers -  where the shop was found to be closed;   

 

b .  Paras Jewelers:  In  this  case ,  even though the shop was 

located,  no  one knew when It  would open;   

 

c .  Hiralal  And sons:  Here the ownership of  the shop had 

changed some two years back.   

 

d.  AK Enterprises:  No reply had been received at  the time of  

sending the report,  though the manager had promised to 

send the reply as soon as  possible .   

 

e .  S,  Jewelers:  Same as above.   
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The appellant ,  in his rebuttal  has  stated as under:   

a.  In  the case of  Nripendra Jewelers ,  even though the shop was 

closed on that particular day since it  was the shop closing day 

on which the ITI had reached the shop, the purchaser,  on 

learning from the locality  and the appellant,  of  this  issue,  sent  

a reply to  the AO. A copy of  the confirmation sent to the AO was 

produced during appeal  proceedings.  The said confirmation 

shows the official  receipt  seal  of  the AO,  who also accepted the 

confirmation letter.  This transact ion,  therefore stands  

confirmed.   

 

b .  Hiralal  and sons:  The onus lay upon the appellant  to prove  

this transaction.  This  as not been done by him,  and therefore 

this transaction cannot be held to be confirmed by the 

appellant.   

 

c .  AK Enterprises:  In this case ,  the managers  had eceived the 

133(6) notices and promised to confirm the transact ions .  This  

confirmation was provided on 27.5 .2016 by the of fice  of  the 

officer conducting remand proceedings .  Copies of  the 

confirmation letters  were also furnished during appeal  

proceedings .  These have not  been objected tc'  by the AO and 

can accordingly be accepted.   

 

d.  S .  Jewelers:  n  this case also,  the managers  had received the  

133(6) notices and promised to confirm the transact ions .  This  

confirmation was pro ided on 27.5 .2016 by the of fice  of  the 

officer conducting remand proceedings .  Copies of  the 

confirmation letters  were also furnished during appeal  

proceedings .  These have not been objected to by the  AO and can 

accordingly be accepted.   

 

e .  As  regards ,  the purchaser of  gold named,  Akhoy Kumar Dutta 

and sons ,  the AO during remand proceedings,  has not  found it  

necessary to conduct  inquiries after the confirmation letters  

furnished in this  case to him, from the said party .  Since nothing  

adverse has been found on record even after the conducting of  

remand proceedings,  the bona fides  of  the transaction can 

hardly be doubted.  The same is  therefore accepted.   

 

In  conclusion,  it  i s  found that  the only transaction that  does 

not stand proved by the appellant is  that of  the sale of  gold to 

Hiralal  and sons.  This transaction has not  been proved by the 

appellant and addition in this  regard is  upheld.  The rest  of  the 

transactions stand proved and being genuine and the additions 

in their  respect stand deleted” .   
  

15.  We have heard the arguments of both the sides on this issue and 

also perused the relevant material available on record. It  is  observed that 

the gifts  in question given to the partners were confirmed by the 
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respective donors and affidavits to that effect were also fi led by them. 

The source of funds utilized for giving such gifts  was explained as the 

sale proceeds of gold ornaments by the concerned donors.  Keeping in 

view the relationship between the donors and the donees,  the ld.  

CIT(Appeals) held that the gifts could be accepted as genuine if the 

source explained by the donors as sale of gold ornaments was 

established. He,  therefore,  required the Assessing Officer to make 

necessary enquiries with the concerned parties,  who had claimed to have 

purchased the gold ornaments from the donors.  After taking into 

consideration the remand report submitted by the Assessing Officer after 

making such enquiry as well  as the rejoinder fi led by the assessee on such 

remand report,  the ld.  CIT(Appeals) found that the only transaction that 

did not stand prove was that of the sale of gold ornaments to Hiralal & 

Sons.  He accordingly restricted the addi ion of Rs.23,89,500/- made by 

the Assessing Officer on this issue to Rs.2,21,756/-.  Keeping in view all  

the facts and circumstances of the case and the outcome of the enquiry 

made with the concerned parties,  we find no infirmity in the impugned 

order of the ld.  CIT(Appeals) allowing a relief of Rs.21,67,744/- to the 

assessee on this issue since the source of funds for giving the gifts  in the 

hands of the donors to that extent was duly established. We accordingly 

uphold the impugned order of the ld.  CIT(Appeals) on this issue and 

dismiss Ground No. 8 of the Revenue’s appeal.  

 

16.  In the result , the appeal of the Revenue is dismissed. 

 Order pronounced in the open Court on September 04, 2019.   

 

   Sd/-     Sd/- 

             (S.S.  Viswanethra Ravi)   (P.M. Jagtap) 

                           Judicial Member        Vice-President (KZ) 

    Kolkata, the 4 t h  day of September, 2019 
 

Copies to  :  (1)   Assistant Commissioner of  Income Tax,  

Circle-2,  Burdwan,  

Aayakar Bhawan,  Court Compound, Burdwan-713101 
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 (2)  M/s.  Tulasi Rice Mill ,  

Mondalgram, Burdwan, Dist.  Burdwan-713426 

 

(3)  Commissioner of  Income Tax (Appeals) ,  Burdwan  

(4)      Commissioner of  Income Tax,  Kolkata-     ,  Kolkata;  

  (5)  The Departmental  Representative  

  (6)  Guard File  

                                                                                 By order  

 

                                                                       Assistant Registrar,  

               Income Tax Appellate Tribunal,  

Kolkata Benches,  Kolkata 
Laha/Sr. P.S. 
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